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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract

Pilot-scale CO2 storage has been performed at the Ketzin pilot site in Germany from 2007 to 2013 with about 67 kt of CO2 injected
into the Upper Triassic Stuttgart Formation, focussing on efficient monitoring and long-term prediction strategies. We employed
inverse modelling to revise the latest static geological reservoir model, considering bottomhole well pressures observed during
hydraulic testing. Simulation results exhibit very good agreement with the observations, providing one reasonable permeability
realization for the Ketzin pilot site near-well area. Furthermore, an existing hypothesis on the presence of a low-thickness sandstone
channel between two wells is supported by our findings.
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1. Introduction

CO2 storage has been performed at the Ketzin pilot site in Germany from 2007 to 2013 with about 67 kt of
CO2 injected into the Upper Triassic Stuttgart Formation at 620-650 m depth to investigate efficient strategies to
monitor and predict long-term CO2 behaviour in the storage reservoir [1–6]. Static geological modelling and numerical
simulations accompany these efforts since their very beginning [7–15], with a static geological reservoir model that
has been developed, revised and matched against field observations to allow for predictions over short- to long-term
periods [12, 16–19]. In this context, the static geological model has been continuously further developed and updated
with the availability of new field data. Furthermore, many efforts have been undertaken to integrate field observations
and laboratory experiments with numerical simulations [10, 12, 17, 18, 20–29], especially considering the four 3D
seismic campaigns carried out at the Ketzin pilot site [30–35].
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The present study aims at validation of the latest revised reservoir model [11, 13] against bottomhole pressure data
recorded during hydraulic testing of the Stuttgart Formation, undertaken after drilling the wells Ktzi 200, Ktzi 201 and
Ktzi 202. Further, we employ high-performance inverse modelling to revise the static reservoir model by calibrating
the spatial permeability distribution by means of the field observations made during the hydraulic tests. Our simulation
results are then discussed in the context of previous findings [36–39].

2. Numerical forward model implementation

Implementation of the numerical model is based on the latest revised static geological model [11, 13], with para-
meters upscaled to a new simulation grid using the Petrel software package [40]. Local grid refinements (LGRs) are
introduced to increase the resolution in the near-well area (6-8 m element edge lengths in horizontal direction), while
the remaining grid is relatively coarse (about 90 m element edge lengths in horizontal direction, Fig. 1). Introducing
nested LGRs allowed us to reduce the number of grid elements to 102,336, resulting in acceptable computational
efforts in view of inverse modelling and meeting the required accuracy of the simulation results.
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Fig. 1. Revised reservoir model grid with 102,366 elements and LGRs (a). Close-up view of near-well area, showing well locations and nested
LGR structure (b). Distance between Ktzi 201 and Ktzi 200 is 50 m.

The BLACKOIL module of the scientific numerical simulator MUFITS [41, 42] is used in the present study, whe-
reby previously undertaken benchmark simulations demonstrate that simulation results, absolutely identical to those
produced with a standard industry simulator, can be achieved even over a long-period simulation of CO2 injection at
the Ketzin pilot site [42]. The interested reader is kindly referred to Kempka et al. [9, 11], Kempka and Kühn [10] and
Class et al. [43] for detailed information on the numerical multiphase flow model parametrization and its impacts on
the simulation results.

3. Static reservoir model validation against hydraulic testing data

We employed the bottomhole pressures and fluid flow rates recorded during hydraulic testing at the Ketzin pilot
site [36, 38] to investigate the response of the static reservoir model revision presented by Kempka et al. [11]. Flow
rates as well as observed and simulated bottomhole pressures are shown in Fig. 2.

Simulated pressure drawdown in any of the wells is about one order in magnitude below the observed bottomhole
data, indicating that reservoir permeabilities assigned in the static reservoir model are not representing those in the
Stuttgart Formation. This is confirmed by a hydraulic testing interpretation [36], previous simulations using the hy-
draulic testing data [37, 38], and the permeability multipliers required to match the bottomhole pressure history using
the revised model [10, 11, 43]. The authors of the latter studies found that permeability reductions by factors of 0.05
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The present study aims at validation of the latest revised reservoir model [11, 13] against bottomhole pressure data
recorded during hydraulic testing of the Stuttgart Formation, undertaken after drilling the wells Ktzi 200, Ktzi 201 and
Ktzi 202. Further, we employ high-performance inverse modelling to revise the static reservoir model by calibrating
the spatial permeability distribution by means of the field observations made during the hydraulic tests. Our simulation
results are then discussed in the context of previous findings [36–39].

2. Numerical forward model implementation

Implementation of the numerical model is based on the latest revised static geological model [11, 13], with para-
meters upscaled to a new simulation grid using the Petrel software package [40]. Local grid refinements (LGRs) are
introduced to increase the resolution in the near-well area (6-8 m element edge lengths in horizontal direction), while
the remaining grid is relatively coarse (about 90 m element edge lengths in horizontal direction, Fig. 1). Introducing
nested LGRs allowed us to reduce the number of grid elements to 102,336, resulting in acceptable computational
efforts in view of inverse modelling and meeting the required accuracy of the simulation results.
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Fig. 1. Revised reservoir model grid with 102,366 elements and LGRs (a). Close-up view of near-well area, showing well locations and nested
LGR structure (b). Distance between Ktzi 201 and Ktzi 200 is 50 m.

The BLACKOIL module of the scientific numerical simulator MUFITS [41, 42] is used in the present study, whe-
reby previously undertaken benchmark simulations demonstrate that simulation results, absolutely identical to those
produced with a standard industry simulator, can be achieved even over a long-period simulation of CO2 injection at
the Ketzin pilot site [42]. The interested reader is kindly referred to Kempka et al. [9, 11], Kempka and Kühn [10] and
Class et al. [43] for detailed information on the numerical multiphase flow model parametrization and its impacts on
the simulation results.

3. Static reservoir model validation against hydraulic testing data

We employed the bottomhole pressures and fluid flow rates recorded during hydraulic testing at the Ketzin pilot
site [36, 38] to investigate the response of the static reservoir model revision presented by Kempka et al. [11]. Flow
rates as well as observed and simulated bottomhole pressures are shown in Fig. 2.

Simulated pressure drawdown in any of the wells is about one order in magnitude below the observed bottomhole
data, indicating that reservoir permeabilities assigned in the static reservoir model are not representing those in the
Stuttgart Formation. This is confirmed by a hydraulic testing interpretation [36], previous simulations using the hy-
draulic testing data [37, 38], and the permeability multipliers required to match the bottomhole pressure history using
the revised model [10, 11, 43]. The authors of the latter studies found that permeability reductions by factors of 0.05
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to 0.25 are required in the near-well area to successfully simulate the pressure response of the Stuttgart Formation
during the first three years of CO2 injection. Further, a diverging far-field permeability multiplier has to be employed
for that purpose, ranging between 0.10 and 0.38 [43]. Consequently, the next step in the revision of the static geo-
logical model is the integration of the hydraulic testing data by means of inverse simulations to calibrate the spatial
distribution of reservoir permeability, whereby the near-well area is specifically focussed due to the relatively short
distances between the three wells (112 m in maximum).
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Fig. 2. Flow rates as well as observed and simulated bottomhole pressure drawdown in the three wells Ktzi 200, Ktzi 201 and Ktzi 202. Solid
lines indicate applied flow rates and dashed lines the observed pressure drawdown, while circles represent the flow rates applied in the reservoir
simulator and diamonds the simulated pressure response of the initial static reservoir model.

4. High-performance inverse modelling to revise permeability in static reservoir model

For calibration of the spatial reservoir permeability distribution, we integrated the MUFITS simulator with the
parameter estimation tool PEST++ [44] in our flexible simulation framework [45]. High-performance inverse model-
ling is achieved by running PEST++ in parallel mode on multiple computational nodes, which in turn execute the
MUFITS simulator in parallel with up to ten processes, determined by the grid element count. The PLPROC software
package [46] is used to carry out 2D interpolation of pilot-point data onto the numerical simulation grid, with 52 pilot
points applied in total (cf. Fig. 5).

Inverse simulations are run in the PEST++ regularization mode with 157 parameters, of which 53 are set adjustable:
52 permeability multipliers tied in the three principle directions at the pilot points, allowed to vary over a range of
1 × 10−4 to 3 × 100, while one global vertical permeability multiplier is used with an allowed variation bandwidth
of 1 × 10−2 to 1 × 100. Further, 32 time-dependent data on pressure drawdown, observed during hydraulic testing
are considered in our simulation runs. Pilot points are grouped into super parameters during specific iterations of the
inverse simulation run, resulting in a significant reduction of total computational time.

Following a total number of 622 forward model runs within 13 inverse modelling iterations, the pre-defined ter-
mination criterion, i.e., reduction of the relative objective function over a specific number of successive iterations
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is met. Fig. 3 shows the simulated pressure drawdown based on the revised spatial distribution of permeability (cf.
Figs. 6 and 7). A very good agreement with the observed pressure drawdown is achieved with the static reservoir
model, revised by the inverse simulation procedure: pressure responses of the pumping wells exhibit identical values,
indicating that local permeabilities in the close vicinities of the respective wells are properly represented; and further,
also the pressure drawdown simulated in the observation wells shows an excellent agreement with the observations,
emphasizing that the hydraulic connections between all three wells are reasonably quantified by the calibrated spatial
distribution of permeability. Minor deviations between simulated and field data are observed (Fig. 4), i.e., the local
response of the Ktzi 201 well on pumping during the first week may result from errors in flow rate and pressure
measurements, minor time shifts between both data and local near-well permeabilities that may not be represented
by the near-well grid discretization chosen in our model [38]. Nevertheless, a correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.981
emphasizes the high quality of the achieved calibration results.
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Fig. 3. Flow rates as well as observed and simulated bottomhole pressure drawdown in the three wells Ktzi 200, Ktzi 201 and Ktzi 202. Solid
lines indicate applied flow rates and dashed lines the observed pressure drawdown, while circles represent the flow rates applied in the reservoir
simulator and diamonds the simulated pressure response of the static reservoir model, revised by inverse simulations.

Fig. 5 shows the spatial distribution of permeability multipliers, resulting from the presented inverse modelling
procedure. For the far-field (Fig. 5 (a)), a permeability reduction by a factor of about 0.18 is calculated, exhibiting
higher permeability multipliers in the West of the three wells, while all other directions indicate non-continuous
no-flow boundaries (0.05-permeability multiplier regions around the wells). The near-well area (Fig. 5 (b)) exhibits a
low-permeability region between the wells Ktzi 201 and Ktzi 200, in agreement with previous findings [36–38]. High-
permeability regions are present in the north-west and south-east near-fields of the three wells, while low-permeability
regions evolve in the North-East and South. Global vertical permeability reduction is calculated to a factor of 0.025,
resulting in an average vertical-to-horizontal permeability ratio of about 1/7.

Considering the latest observations [30–32, 34] and numerical simulation results [10, 12, 43] on gaseous CO2
migration at the Ketzin pilot site, the calculated realization of spatial permeability multiplier distribution represents
a reasonable scenario, since CO2 migration is mainly taking place in north-west-north direction, as suggested by the
increased permeability region in the North-West of the near-well area here. Further, late CO2 arrival times at the
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4. High-performance inverse modelling to revise permeability in static reservoir model

For calibration of the spatial reservoir permeability distribution, we integrated the MUFITS simulator with the
parameter estimation tool PEST++ [44] in our flexible simulation framework [45]. High-performance inverse model-
ling is achieved by running PEST++ in parallel mode on multiple computational nodes, which in turn execute the
MUFITS simulator in parallel with up to ten processes, determined by the grid element count. The PLPROC software
package [46] is used to carry out 2D interpolation of pilot-point data onto the numerical simulation grid, with 52 pilot
points applied in total (cf. Fig. 5).

Inverse simulations are run in the PEST++ regularization mode with 157 parameters, of which 53 are set adjustable:
52 permeability multipliers tied in the three principle directions at the pilot points, allowed to vary over a range of
1 × 10−4 to 3 × 100, while one global vertical permeability multiplier is used with an allowed variation bandwidth
of 1 × 10−2 to 1 × 100. Further, 32 time-dependent data on pressure drawdown, observed during hydraulic testing
are considered in our simulation runs. Pilot points are grouped into super parameters during specific iterations of the
inverse simulation run, resulting in a significant reduction of total computational time.

Following a total number of 622 forward model runs within 13 inverse modelling iterations, the pre-defined ter-
mination criterion, i.e., reduction of the relative objective function over a specific number of successive iterations
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is met. Fig. 3 shows the simulated pressure drawdown based on the revised spatial distribution of permeability (cf.
Figs. 6 and 7). A very good agreement with the observed pressure drawdown is achieved with the static reservoir
model, revised by the inverse simulation procedure: pressure responses of the pumping wells exhibit identical values,
indicating that local permeabilities in the close vicinities of the respective wells are properly represented; and further,
also the pressure drawdown simulated in the observation wells shows an excellent agreement with the observations,
emphasizing that the hydraulic connections between all three wells are reasonably quantified by the calibrated spatial
distribution of permeability. Minor deviations between simulated and field data are observed (Fig. 4), i.e., the local
response of the Ktzi 201 well on pumping during the first week may result from errors in flow rate and pressure
measurements, minor time shifts between both data and local near-well permeabilities that may not be represented
by the near-well grid discretization chosen in our model [38]. Nevertheless, a correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.981
emphasizes the high quality of the achieved calibration results.
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Fig. 3. Flow rates as well as observed and simulated bottomhole pressure drawdown in the three wells Ktzi 200, Ktzi 201 and Ktzi 202. Solid
lines indicate applied flow rates and dashed lines the observed pressure drawdown, while circles represent the flow rates applied in the reservoir
simulator and diamonds the simulated pressure response of the static reservoir model, revised by inverse simulations.

Fig. 5 shows the spatial distribution of permeability multipliers, resulting from the presented inverse modelling
procedure. For the far-field (Fig. 5 (a)), a permeability reduction by a factor of about 0.18 is calculated, exhibiting
higher permeability multipliers in the West of the three wells, while all other directions indicate non-continuous
no-flow boundaries (0.05-permeability multiplier regions around the wells). The near-well area (Fig. 5 (b)) exhibits a
low-permeability region between the wells Ktzi 201 and Ktzi 200, in agreement with previous findings [36–38]. High-
permeability regions are present in the north-west and south-east near-fields of the three wells, while low-permeability
regions evolve in the North-East and South. Global vertical permeability reduction is calculated to a factor of 0.025,
resulting in an average vertical-to-horizontal permeability ratio of about 1/7.

Considering the latest observations [30–32, 34] and numerical simulation results [10, 12, 43] on gaseous CO2
migration at the Ketzin pilot site, the calculated realization of spatial permeability multiplier distribution represents
a reasonable scenario, since CO2 migration is mainly taking place in north-west-north direction, as suggested by the
increased permeability region in the North-West of the near-well area here. Further, late CO2 arrival times at the
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Ktzi 202 well can be also explained by this realization, since only a low-permeable direct connection between the
injection well (Ktzi 201) and the first observation well (Ktzi 200) exists. Simulation results in view of CO2 arrival
times at the Ktzi 200 well [9, 10, 43] further support the hypothesis on the likely presence of a low-thickness sand
channel or low-permeability anhydrite-filled fracture between the wells Ktzi 201 and Ktzi 200, introduced by Chen et
al. [38], since this is one reasonable explanation for the weak hydraulic connectivity between both wells and the fast
CO2 arrival at the Ktzi 200 well.
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inset.
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A comparison between the initial and revised spatial distributions of permeability in the static reservoir model
at the Stuttgart Formation top is plotted in Figs. 6 and 7, illustrating the previously addressed overall permeability
reduction in the calibrated model. Increased permeabilities apply for the sandstone channels, located about 500 m
west of the wells, in addition to the regions in the near well-area as discussed before. The low-permeability region
striking in north-south direction in the near-well area is also well depicted (Fig. 7 (b)), complemented by different
localized regions of reduced permeability.

a) b)
N

Fig. 6. Plane view of initial model far-field permeability distribution (a) and of that revised by inverse modelling (b) in the fourth upper grid layer
of the reservoir model (Stuttgart Formation). Dotted circles indicate the location of the near-well area (cf. Fig. 7). Lateral model dimensions are
5 km × 5 km.
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Fig. 7. 3D view of initial model near-well permeability distribution (a) and of that revised by inverse modelling (b) in the fourth upper grid layer of
the reservoir model (Stuttgart Formation). Distance between Ktzi 201 and Ktzi 200 wells is 50 m.

Fig. 8 illustrates the standard deviations in the far-field and near-well area to provide a measure for the parameter
uncertainty in the calibrated model. Near-well standard deviations (Fig. 8 (b)) are notably below those of the far-field,
indicating the achieved uncertainty reduction close to the wells. Since the hydraulic tests undertaken at the Ketzin
pilot site mainly account for the near-well are due to their implementation and design, far-field uncertainties are only
insignificantly reduced by the calibration process (Fig. 8 (a)), taking into account the applied initial standard deviation
of log10(σ) = 1.1193 at all 52 pilot points. Standard deviation (log10(σ)) of the vertical-to-horizontal permeability
ratio was reduced from 0.5 to 0.4626 in the calibrated model.
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Fig. 8 illustrates the standard deviations in the far-field and near-well area to provide a measure for the parameter
uncertainty in the calibrated model. Near-well standard deviations (Fig. 8 (b)) are notably below those of the far-field,
indicating the achieved uncertainty reduction close to the wells. Since the hydraulic tests undertaken at the Ketzin
pilot site mainly account for the near-well are due to their implementation and design, far-field uncertainties are only
insignificantly reduced by the calibration process (Fig. 8 (a)), taking into account the applied initial standard deviation
of log10(σ) = 1.1193 at all 52 pilot points. Standard deviation (log10(σ)) of the vertical-to-horizontal permeability
ratio was reduced from 0.5 to 0.4626 in the calibrated model.
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5. Discussion and conclusions

We validated the latest revised static reservoir model of the Stuttgart Formation at the Ketzin pilot site against
observations made during hydraulic testing after drilling of the first three wells. Simulation results emphasize that
reservoir permeabilities are significantly below those in the static reservoir model. This is in agreement with previous
findings, analysing the observations made during hydraulic testing by analytical and numerical modelling [36–39] as
well as numerical simulations of CO2 injection into the storage reservoir [10–12, 43]. Consequently, we calibrated the
spatial distribution of reservoir permeability in a first step of a thorough model revision by high-performance inverse
modelling based on the hydraulic testing data. Our results clearly demonstrate that reservoir permeabilities, required
to match the pressure response to the hydraulic testing observations, are more than 80% below those in the initial
static reservoir model, with a vertical-to-horizontal permeability anisotropy of about 1/7. Permeabilities, increased by
a factor of up to three in the maximum were determined in the western region of the wells, while a region of low
permeability was found in between the three wells. Considering these revisions in spatial permeability distribution,
simulated and observed pressure responses to the hydraulic tests are in very good agreement.

As previously discussed by Wiese et al. [36] and Chen et al. [37, 38], a region of low permeability likely exists
in between the wells, e.g., in form of a low-thickness sandstone channel or anhydrite-filled low-permeable fracture
striking in north-south direction. This theory supports the late CO2 arrival, observed at the Ktzi 202 well, delayed by
a factor of three compared to former model predictions [9, 10, 43]. Further, this theory can also explain the reduced
hydraulic conductivity between the Ktzi 201 and Ktzi 200 wells, derived from the hydraulic testing pressure response,
while CO2 is able to migrate across this low-permeability region to arrive at the Ktzi 200 well according to initial
numerical model predictions [9, 10]. Our simulation results support these findings, when only the hydraulic testing
data is considered.

The next steps in static model revision will include validation of the new spatial permeability distribution elaborated
in the present study against data of the operational phase at the Ketzin pilot site [47–54], comprising at least three
years of CO2 injection. Integrated inverse simulations of hydraulic testing and CO2 injection operation will be very
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likely required due to the fact that inverse modelling of hydraulic testing mainly adjusts permeabilities in the near-
well area, while previous studies show that specific permeability multipliers for the far-well area are of paramount
importance to fit the long-term bottomhole pressure development in the injection well [10, 43].
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We validated the latest revised static reservoir model of the Stuttgart Formation at the Ketzin pilot site against
observations made during hydraulic testing after drilling of the first three wells. Simulation results emphasize that
reservoir permeabilities are significantly below those in the static reservoir model. This is in agreement with previous
findings, analysing the observations made during hydraulic testing by analytical and numerical modelling [36–39] as
well as numerical simulations of CO2 injection into the storage reservoir [10–12, 43]. Consequently, we calibrated the
spatial distribution of reservoir permeability in a first step of a thorough model revision by high-performance inverse
modelling based on the hydraulic testing data. Our results clearly demonstrate that reservoir permeabilities, required
to match the pressure response to the hydraulic testing observations, are more than 80% below those in the initial
static reservoir model, with a vertical-to-horizontal permeability anisotropy of about 1/7. Permeabilities, increased by
a factor of up to three in the maximum were determined in the western region of the wells, while a region of low
permeability was found in between the three wells. Considering these revisions in spatial permeability distribution,
simulated and observed pressure responses to the hydraulic tests are in very good agreement.

As previously discussed by Wiese et al. [36] and Chen et al. [37, 38], a region of low permeability likely exists
in between the wells, e.g., in form of a low-thickness sandstone channel or anhydrite-filled low-permeable fracture
striking in north-south direction. This theory supports the late CO2 arrival, observed at the Ktzi 202 well, delayed by
a factor of three compared to former model predictions [9, 10, 43]. Further, this theory can also explain the reduced
hydraulic conductivity between the Ktzi 201 and Ktzi 200 wells, derived from the hydraulic testing pressure response,
while CO2 is able to migrate across this low-permeability region to arrive at the Ktzi 200 well according to initial
numerical model predictions [9, 10]. Our simulation results support these findings, when only the hydraulic testing
data is considered.

The next steps in static model revision will include validation of the new spatial permeability distribution elaborated
in the present study against data of the operational phase at the Ketzin pilot site [47–54], comprising at least three
years of CO2 injection. Integrated inverse simulations of hydraulic testing and CO2 injection operation will be very
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likely required due to the fact that inverse modelling of hydraulic testing mainly adjusts permeabilities in the near-
well area, while previous studies show that specific permeability multipliers for the far-well area are of paramount
importance to fit the long-term bottomhole pressure development in the injection well [10, 43].
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